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Japanese popular cinema is no longer created by a single industry. In the past, powerful film studios in Japan dictated the production and re-mediation of some of the world’s most long-running film franchises, from the dozens of films that followed Tōhō studio’s Godzilla (Gojira, Ishirō Honda, 1954), to the near-fifty comedies about travelling salesman “Tora-san”  made for Shōchiku studio by Yōji Yamada (beginning with Otoko wa tsurai yo/It’s Tough to be a Man, 1969).​[1]​ However, following the decline of Japan’s studios in the 1960s and 1970s, new industrial structures have emerged in the production of Japanese franchises, and these have changed the relationship between Japanese films and their surrounding intertextual networks.​[2]​ This is in no small part because film studios have been displaced from the heart of Japanese film production by other kinds of companies, particularly following the move of companies like Kadokawa Books (Kadokawa Shoten) and the Fuji Television Network into film and media production from the 1970s.​[3]​
These media conglomerates (sometimes part of larger keiretsu, or “interlocking” companies) have become increasingly important to the production of popular Japanese cinema in subsequent decades.​[4]​ Most significantly, the involvement of conglomerates in Japanese film production has instantiated an emerging system of pre-planned, high budget, hit franchise made by partnerships (kyōkai) or, more usually, by production committees (seisaku iinkai). These production committees usually have a central conglomerate at their hearts, working in partnership with other companies to manage the whole life-span of a film by pre-planning its production, promotion, release in cinemas and its ‘long tail’ of distribution on DVD and television as well as arranging merchandising licenses. Each company involved in the production committee is normally responsible for one aspect of the production, promotion or re-mediation of the film, and each takes a share of any profit.​[5]​ The history of these arrangements goes back at least as far as the early 1980s, at which time film producer Toshio Suzuki of Studio Ghibli has claimed that Hayao Miyazaki’s Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind (Kaze no Tani no Naushika, Hayao Miyazaki, 1984) was one of the first Japanese films to be produced using the pre-planned release strategies that have since become standard for production committees.​[6]​ However, the past decade has witnessed a significant intensification of production committee arrangements. 
This intensification of the production committee system has been credited with enabling Japanese cinema’s resurgence at the local box office since the mid-2000s.​[7]​ The production committee system, comprised as it normally is of television producer-broadcasters, film studio-distributors, publishing conglomerates, and advertising and talent agencies, is multimedia in its orientation, more interested in the creation of successful transmedia franchises than in filmmaking per se. Consequently, the films produced by these production committees are normally second (or later) generation texts: they are often adaptations, remakes and serialized film releases associated with already profitable networks of texts. By their practices, then, these Japanese production committees are altering the landscape of Japanese filmmaking, creating a more openly commercial hit film culture and firmly embedding Japanese cinema within wider domestic media markets. This shift in production culture in turn opens up a space in which the status of Japanese popular cinema can be interrogated, in which the roles that films play within dispersed intertextual networks can be questioned, and in which the relationships between films and other media can be analyzed. 
Situating Films in Japanese Franchising
At stake in this investigation is an understanding of how Japanese films have come to take back a majority share of their local film market from US blockbusters.​[8]​ In addition, examining films’ roles in Japanese transmedia franchises raises questions about how film franchising is conceptualized in and beyond Japan. These enquiries are directly related to the central questions asked hereafter: what roles do films play within contemporary Japanese transmedia franchises; and, just as importantly, how are films positioned in relation to other texts within those transmedia franchises? 
There are significant challenges in answering such questions. Not least of which, as Kristin Thompson acknowledges, is that:
People use the term “franchise” rather loosely in relation to films. Essentially it means a movie that spawns additional revenue streams beyond what it earns from its various forms of distribution…. Those streams may come from sequels or series or from the production company licensing other firms to make ancillary products…. In the ideal franchise, they come from both. ​[9]​
Thompson’s definition of the franchise provides a useful starting point, but the looseness in terminology she observes is exacerbated in the Japanese system, where almost every kind of filmmaking, from art cinema to animation productions, have become enmeshed within franchise logics.​[10]​ Moreover, despite the production committee system in place in Japan, there is a large degree of variation in Japanese transmedia franchising practices, making core texts sometimes difficult to disentangle from within wide-ranging and long-standing transmedia intertextual networks. 
For these reasons, I adapt a set of methods from studies of “inter-textuality” and franchising hereafter.​[11]​ These theories begin with Julia Kristeva’s expansion of Mikhael Bakhtin’s work into the concept of “intertextuality”, but relate more specifically to the concept of vertical intertextuality further outlined by John Fiske in relation to television, which encapsulates not just the production of linked texts across differing media, but also the many forms of ancillary, promotional and reception materials that circulate around franchises.​[12]​ This early work fed into the interests of political and cultural economists, informing our understanding of Hollywood’s blockbuster film franchises. For example, Eileen Meehan has argued that understanding a high profile media text like Tim Burton’s Batman (1989) requires us to see it simultaneously as “text and commodity, intertext and product line,” which Marsha Kinder’s work on children’s franchises encapsulates within the idea of the “commercial supersystem.” 
Kinder defines the commercial supersystem as a transmedia network that 
must cut across several modes of image production; must appeal to diverse generations, classes and ethnic subcultures, who in turn are targeted with diverse strategies; must foster “collectability” through a proliferation of related products; and must undergo a sudden increase in commodification, the success of which reflexively becomes a “media event” that dramatically accelerates the growth curve of the system’s commercial success.​[13]​
These are much the same phenomena described within more recent work on media franchising, including Will Brooker’s extensive work on Batman. Brooker engages with the difficulties of studying dispersed transmedia intertexts, naming “the challenges of adapting not a single source but a vast archive,” which complicates understanding of, “the translation across media from the comic to the page to film, and the implications of an adaptation that produces not one text, but many.”​[14]​ By suggesting that we view franchise texts as “free interpretations built around a basic framework”,​[15]​ Brooker reconceptualises Batman as a matrix of productions, thereby providing an essential methodological shift decentres assumptions about the importance of individual media in favor of a transmedia investigation of franchising practices and processes.
Visible within Brooker’s analyses of Batman is a return investigating the discourses produced about franchising. Such work has gained recent prominence as seen, for example, when Avi Santo uses the archives of US television personnel to track the shifting discourses around the licensing and franchising of popular television properties, discursively reconstructing their intertexts in the process.​[16]​ In this he shares a cultural economics method with Derek Johnson, whose book Media Franchising relates that understanding franchise texts and the industries creating them “requires that we try to understand franchising not solely as a pattern of social relations and industrial structures, but as a historical discourse for making sense of those structures.”​[17]​ Though highly variable in their methods, what these scholars share is an appreciation of the centrality of discourse to an understanding of how franchises operate.
Within studies of Japanese media franchises, too, this turn towards the discourses around franchising is becoming more evident. Julian Stringer has extended franchising discourses into the realms of adaptations studies, in his consideration of the Ringu franchise (Hideo Nakata, 1998-). He contends that it is through the discourses around film releases that authenticating precursors are cited and mapped, and that franchise meanings are therefore dependent upon the contexts of release for meanings. Those meaning are themselves contingent upon the manner in which new iterations are presented to audiences, and upon changes in the contexts of production, promotion and reception of the franchise over time.​[18]​ 
Like these studies, I contend that franchise films in Japan can fall anywhere on a continuum from direct adaptation to serial film production; and that to understand their relationships to other texts within their franchises, we should attempt to analyze them in specific discursive contexts. In this article, I am therefore interested in how Japanese franchise films are presented to audiences, and particularly in how those accounts create discourses about the relative status of films within larger media intertexts. In this, I concur with Jonathan Gray’s position that, “Promotion is vitally important in economic terms, of course, as a proper understanding of media multinational corporations’ strategies of synergy and multi-platforming tell us much about the political economy of mass media.”​[19]​ But more than simply being about economic success or industry strategy, promotion also contains messages about the ideological and political construction of texts contain and how those texts’ meanings are communicated by industry to potential audiences.
Barbara Klinger has argued that 
Despite their helter-skelter appearance, such promotional forms…exemplify a relation between intertextuality and aesthetic commodification: they operate as an intertextual network specifically designed to identify a film as a commodity… Epiphenomena constitute this adjacent territory, creating not only a commercial life-support for a film, but also a socially meaningful network of relations that enter into the arena of reception around it. Promotion thus represents a sphere of intertextual discourse that helps explain the complex relation between commodity discourses and reception.​[20]​ 
Promotion for Klinger, as for Fiske, is a subgrouping of intertextual discourse within the broader frame of the transmedia intertext, and as such it has the potential to reveal the industrial machinations and connections between a franchise’s texts. In examining the discourses created through the promotion of franchise films, we are therefore better able to account for the relationships shared between media in a franchise network.
The transmedia nature of many Japanese media franchises makes this focus all the more necessary. Darrell William Davis and Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh argue, for example, that television is the key to Japanese franchising practices;​[21]​ whereas, in the most detailed and significant account of transmedia franchising in Japan so far, Marc Steinberg has proclaimed anime’s crucial roles in transmedia franchises.​[22]​ Steinberg’s account is all the more significant for its engagement with the notion of “media mix”, a Japanese term that parallels concepts of intertextuality. He writes that:
three intersecting features …define the anime media mix: the deployment of a text across numerous media, among which anime plays a key role in popularizing the franchise; the dependence on other incarnations to sell works within the franchise; and the use of the character as a means of connecting these media incarnations.​[23]​ 
As this statement asserts, media mixes are built around intellectual properties to enable those properties to move through Japan’s media industries (known locally as the contents industries).​[24]​ 
Mizuko Ito, similarly, analyses the alterations to media mix caused by newly emergent digital technologies:
While the intertextual dynamics of media mixing have existed for as long as people have transcribed oral narratives or dramatized written ones, contemporary versions do have unique qualities. They go beyond the more familiar form of adaptation between one media form and another, as when a movie is made with the characters of a prior book or video game. With Yugioh [Studio Dice, 1996-], multiple media forms concurrently manifest an evolving but shared virtual referent of fantasy game play and collection.​[25]​

It is worth extending Steinberg’s observations, as Ito does, to incorporate more of Japan’s media industries, because the origin points for media mix are becoming increasingly diversified. Ito also notes a temporal contiguity in the new media mix, wherein pre-planning of franchise texts brings them into closer contact with one another than was the case in the past. There are, therefore, large numbers of media mix origin points and types. Nevertheless, the most common sources for franchise-media mix are manga and anime, although a wide range of light novels, literature, plays, video games and even song lyrics have been adapted into transmedia franchises under the rubric of media mix within the last decade. This is a significant change from previous decades, with the rise of manga and anime as source materials reflecting the incursion of manga publishers like Kodansha into film production arena.​[26]​
One reason for the analysis of promotion that follows is that the advertising and publicity around Japanese popular cinema is now an integral part of production committee arrangements. This is one of the reasons why Japan’s most powerful publishing companies, like Kadokawa and Tokuma, are now commonly found within the ranks of film production committees. Oftentimes, these publishers are also the copyright holders, giving them considerable control over how the films are framed for the public in relation to their wider franchise intertexts. 
These publishing companies control large swathes of Japan’s publishing industry, especially in relation to media like film and anime. Specialist publishing around Japan’s film and entertainment industries is, in fact, more extensive than in the USA or Europe, with more than a dozen regular specialist film magazines, some devoted exclusively to Japanese cinema.​[27]​ These publications run the gamut from more “tabloid” types of reporting, to the kinds of critique and commentary more normally found in academic publications in English speaking markets. For example, magazines like “Kono Eiga ga Sugoi!” (This Film is Great!) and Flix would sit at the more tabloid end, while Cut, Screen, Cinema Cinema or  Nihon Eiga Navi might be more akin to US and UK specialist film magazines. Extending these specialist film publications are magazines like Kinema Junpo (often described as Japan’s most important film industry journal), Nikkei Entertainment! (a subsidiary publication of the Nikkei economic newspaper), and Japan’s newspapers, which sometimes cover high profile film releases (especially when on the production committees for those films). 
Additionally, publishers tend to release “mukku” (sometimes written in English as mook)—magazine-book hybrids—to celebrate high profile releases and franchise anniversaries, as well as producing cinema “panfuretto” (pamphlets) that are also sold to audiences by film distributors (they contain production information similar to that found in English-language theatre programs). Popular Japanese cinema, as a consequence, has become one of the world’s most heavily promoted local media industries. Due to the scope and diversity in these discourses, I have chosen to focus exclusively on published materials relating to franchise film releases since 2006, the year in which Japanese cinema re-took a majority share of its domestic box office.​[28]​ All of the sources above have been examined for each of the case studies that follows, wherever they have contained relevant promotional discourses.
Investigating the promotional discourses surrounding franchise films, each of the following sections investigates a different kind of Japanese franchise, paying particular attention to how the larger intertext echoes through, or is made manifest within, that promotional context. The unifying factor shared by all of the examples, however, is their copyright basis in manga.
Indeed, one of the most common franchising debates in Japan over the past decade has been about whether or not, “films are manga,” as cinema magazine Cut proclaimed in 2011. In an opening editorial, Ryō Uchida differentiates between American comic book adaptations and Japanese manga films: 
Here in Japan, the relationship between manga and films is even more dense, regardless of [production] scale, and from the majors to the indies, all manga are blessed with new lives on the big screen; and, further, they are reaching as far as film adaptations [eigaka] of “deified” classic manga, and those universal stories are infiltrating a new generation.​[29]​ 
The presence of these “manga eigaka,” which literally equates to the “film-izing” of manga texts, is pervasive in Uchida’s estimation, with manga texts motivating productions across Japanese film culture. Sōichirō Matsutani concurs, noting that manga companies have responded by setting up their own “multimedia departments” in the early 2000s to exploit the potential of their titles.​[30]​ Kinema Junpo went even further, declaring that these new transmedia adaptations were simply an intensification of longstanding filmmaking practices, which they traced back to 1937’s Edokko Kenchan (Kei Okada).​[31]​ Manga, therefore, has become a widely recognized and discussed franchising source, and consequently, the franchises selected for analysis herein can all trace their roots back to manga origin points. 
Each example franchise—the 20th Century Boys trilogy of films (Yukihiko Tsutsumi, 2008-2009), the diptych of Nodame Cantabile releases (Hideaki Takeuchi, 2009 and 2010), and the serial film releases associated with the Umizaru franchise (Eiichirō Hasumi, 2004, 2006, 2010, 2012)—is by one measure or another counted among Japan’s most high profile transmedia franchises. For 20th Century Boys, the determining factors are its status as Japan’s first pre-planned trilogy, combined with its huge ¥6 billion (a little over $60 million) production budget.​[32]​ Nodame Cantabile was selected for its status as an audience favorite, and for its production ties to its television precursor texts.​[33]​ Umizaru, by contrast, was chosen for its box office achievements, for being a franchise that has grown in profitability and scale across more than a decade of audio-visual productions.​[34]​ Because these franchises are so different to one another, the same questions are asked about each to ensure comparability: what roles do the film releases play within their transmedia franchises; and how does the promotion of these film releases signal the connections between filmmaking and transmedia franchising to potential audiences? This allows me to simultaneously focus upon the discourses around films, while questioning their centrality within wider franchises. 
20th Century Boys: Direct Adaptation and Japan’s First Pre-planned Film Trilogy
20th Century Boys offers a way into these debates that is both typical and unique. It is a hybrid-genre trilogy, featuring elements of science fiction, suspense and the disaster movie that tells the story of the Endō family in three separate time periods, as they witness (and resist) the end of the world at the hands of a character known as “Tomodachi” (Friend).  This franchise’s three films, Chapter 1: The Beginning of the End (2008), Chapter 2: The Last Hope (2009), and Chapter 3: Redemption (2009), were all adapted from a long-running manga by Naoki Urasawa (1999-2006), in what was heavily promoted as “a trilogy, the first in Japanese film history”,​[35]​ making it exceptional in terms of production. However, this franchise was also typical of the kinds of bombastic discourse often noted around hit film productions from other parts of the world, as the trilogy’s promotion became ruled by repetitive discourses of size and scale.​[36]​ As much as by any aesthetic factor, then, the 20th Century Boys films were marked as a product of Japan’s expanding “(cho)dai-hitto” (mega- or big-hit) film culture.​[37]​
The press kit for the second film confirms the importance of scale by declaring: “20th Century Boys, the global best seller comic [komikku], which has been translated and published in 12 countries around the world, has exceeded 25 million total copies in circulation.” It continues with a list of the trilogy’s firsts:
They are adaptations worthy of the original [gensaku], which people around the world have wanted, and their scale is off the charts. Japanese film genius Yukihiko Tsutsumi has taken up the megaphone, and this trilogy has become a first for Japanese film: the production costs are a total of ¥6 billion, there is a 300 person all-star cast, the filming took around a year, 42 regional subsidiaries in 34 countries have offered overseas distribution, and for the first time in history, its press conference will be held in the Louvre Art Museum in Paris…​[38]​

 The language is significant here, with the films’ size and scale combining with declarations about the success of the original manga in order to surround the films with hype pronouncing the inevitability of their success. However, despite celebrations of its “firsts” within Japanese film history, 20th Century Boys’ origins are both celebrated and obfuscated by the press kit. “Comic,” rather than manga, is used in a nod towards the global comic book market, hinting at the transnational aspirations of the filmmakers; and, “gensaku” (original work) is also used in place of manga, to indicate the adaptation status of the trilogy, without relying upon manga’s global fandom for meaning. This, allied to the emphasis on production scale, expressed the billions, hundred and tens as appropriate, makes the transnational aspirations of the 20th Century Boys film production committee evident. 
Equal status between texts within the intertext – in popularity and profitability – is another hallmark of the promotional discourse for 20th Century Boys. For example, the prefix “cho-” (usually given as “mega” in relation to media texts) appeared as a marker of extreme achievement in relation to the films and their manga precursor. A promotional special feature in Kinema Junpo introduces Urasawa’s work by stating, “Indeed, it is a mega-popular work [chō-ninki sakuhin], boasting over 20 million published copies in total”.​[39]​ The second film’s press release also reflected on the success of the first film release, recollecting that, “The results set a mega-hit [chō-daihitto] record as the film [Chapter 1] ranked number 1 for two consecutive weekends (the first and second weeks of September).”​[40]​ Hyperbole aside, it is the consistency that is significant in this case, with little sense that one medium is being allowed to replace or surpass the other. The film trilogy thereby becomes more deeply enmeshed in a discursive surround of success and popularity, reinforcing the franchise’s overall claims to hit status.​[41]​
However, there are reasons for the lingering importance of manga in the 20th Century Boys franchise. Not least, the close relationship between the manga’s author and the films’ production team. Urasawa’s was one of four significant voices in the promotion of the franchise films, due to his status as the original manga “author.” However, in another article from Kinema Junpo, Naoto Mori reveals how Takashi Nagasaki, Urasawa’s manga editor and creative collaborator, joined Urasawa in writing the scripts for the films. Mori quotes Urasawa as saying, “Our relationship hasn’t changed at all; we are still a manga artist and an editor.”​[42]​ Through this observation, manga’s industrial production strategies and industrial relationships are shown to have been imported into the franchise’s filmmaking, helping to shape the trilogy’s content and legitimize the adaptations. 
Manga editor Nagasaki was interpolated as the trilogy’s screenwriter, becoming a second major presence within the films’ promotional surround. Nagasaki says, “Together [Urasawa and I], we felt that we wanted to take responsibility for making this adaptation good. The content, when compared to the original, not changing it seemed to change it, and changing it seemed to not change it.”​[43]​ He thereby stamps Urasawa’s signature working practices onto the adaptation process. More significantly, though, Nagasaki also intimates that the “original” drove the content, and that its meanings were seemingly impervious to the changes wrought by the shift in medium from manga to film.
This collaborative approach to promoting authorship explains, at least to an extent, the veneration with which the director, Tsutsumi, and manga author, Urasawa, treat one another during the trilogy’s promotion. In one instance, from a commemorative magazine produced for Chapter 1, Urasawa is presented in conversation with the director and explains what he sees as the differences between manga and film, praising the skills of the filmmakers:
Films are different from manga…. For manga, I can draw comparatively freely because, if a reader wonders, “Huh?” they can return to the previous page. Compare that to films, and you have to make it so that the audiences are not left behind, even for a moment. If they even think to ask, “Wait, what was that?” it’s too late to go back. I think that is really tough.
In response, Tsutsumi states that he cut out images from Urasawa’s manga and used them to storyboard his shots.​[44]​ In this way each defers to the other, suggesting a further collaborative partnership in 20th Century Boys’ production, but also a sense of a reciprocal aesthetic influence, meeting the needs of new audiences, while respecting the pre-existing fans of the franchise. Urasawa’s comment is quoted at length because it queries the aesthetic values of both manga and filmmaking. The distinctions he draws between each medium of the franchise expose tension within the presentation of the franchise’s collaborative adaptation process.
As a set of direct adaptations from manga to the movies, 20th Century Boys was a thus trilogy beholden to its franchise progenitor in numerous respects. Urasawa’s manga wields an enormous amount of influence over the production, which can even be seen in the way the casting is represented and discussed. For example, the films’ promotional materials came with grids directly mapping the manga’s character designs onto the live action cast (Figure 1). In this example, from Chapter 2, character faces are compared side-by-side with the cast in costume and make-up, emphasizing their close resemblance to the look and style of the manga. This allusion between the manga and its adaptations forces a reciprocal acknowledgement of each, the former inspiring and guiding, while the latter expands and extends the manga’s universe and audiences.
{{Insert Figure 1 here}}
Figure 1: 20th Century Boys: Chapter 2: The Last Hope (Nippon Television, 2009) Character-Actor Comparison Image​[45]​

Given the care with which promotional materials emphasize casting and the extent to which it mimics the manga’s imagery, it is perhaps surprising that the main star, Toshiaki Karasawa, who plays protagonist Kenji Endō, was criticized for not resembling his character closely enough. In interview with Japanese film magazine Screen before the release of Chapter 3, Karasawa was reminded of his lack of resemblance to Kenji, and replied:
When we are unthinkingly similar, we get pulled in the direction of the original. I performed thinking that I would be happy if, having come to the end of all three parts, I could get audiences thinking that everyone’s image is: “that was Kenji”.​[46]​

This apparent dissonance, around adaptation and the embodiment of manga characters by actors, reveals another tension within the promotional narrative. However, the extended release cycle gave the filmmakers a chance to respond to negative audience readings of the films. Karasawa’s comments critique notions of fidelity, asking audiences to engage with his performance across all three films, in the hopes that this will allow his interpretation to become the dominant image of protagonist Kenji, and attempting to coax unconvinced audience members back into cinemas for a third time. 
In these comments, Karasawa echoes adaptation studies’ calls for academia to move beyond debates about fidelity of films to their source materials,​[47]​ but in doing so, those debates are once more brought to the center, shaping 20th Century Boys’ promotional surround. Therefore, the meanings of the franchise become bound up in wider debates about medium specificity and adaptation, as audience dissonance vies for prominence with the lead actor’s attempts to legitimize his interpretation of a favorite franchise character. 
Revealed in these examples from the four major voices deployed in the promotion of the film trilogy is an attempt to integrate the meanings of the franchise’s component texts; to bring manga into filmmaking industrially and aesthetically; and, for films to be seen as a logical successors to manga texts. The 20th Century Boys film franchise, as a result, becomes dependent upon its intertextual network in fairly extreme ways, relying upon shared audiences and meanings, rather than breaking with its intertextual past in the search of new meanings. Manga, thereby becomes a crucial means by which to offset the high costs of film production, and a useful franchise-building tool. Film, on the other hand, becomes a way to “envision” manga, to give it an audio-visual presence that can expand the pre-existing audiences for the popular and well-respected “original” text.
Transmedia Transmutation, Media Mix and the “Final Movement” of Nodame Cantabile
By contrast to 20th Century Boys’ focused franchising, Nodame Cantabile’s live action films are part of a complex web of disparate texts. Moving back and forth between platforms in a broad transmedia history, Nodame Cantabile began as a manga by Tomoko Ninomiya (2001-2009, with additional spin offs), before receiving multiple adaptation treatments within live action television dorama (“drama”; Fuji TV, 2006 and an additional Special set in Europe in 2008) and television anime (Fuji TV, 2007, 2008 and 2010). Given the central conceit of the intellectual property, which follows a group of young musicians as they train for careers in classical music, the media mix also contains a varied array of soundtracks and other music-related epiphenomena. In fact, the film releases, a two-part series with the titles Nodame Cantabile: The Final Movement, The Former and The Latter (Nodame Cantabile: Saigo Gakushō Maehen and Kōhen, Hideaki Takeuchi, 2009 and 2010) were produced, not as new interpretations, but as an extension of the television drama’s narrative. The Nodame Cantabile films were, therefore, adaptations that transmuted an already-popular adaptation across a further media border, hence the use of the term transmedia transmutation to describe the process of their production here.
The films are briefly announced in Kinejun Black, a Kinema Junpo subsidiary magazine, in the following terms:
Finally, the long-awaited adaptation of “that Nodame.” Furthermore, because they say that “there is too much to put into one film!”, it has been decided to make it a 2-part series. This time too they rehearse in European locations, no doubt powering up the orchestra scenes. These are also films in which we can expect to see the growth of Nodame and Chiaki’s love, and of their music.​[48]​

Despite being featured in a film magazine, the expectation is that readers will know “that” television character. This, combined with references to television Special’s European setting, the drama’s narrative, and the musical content of the forthcoming films, makes it clear that the Nodame Cantabile films are being sold to an already knowledgeable television audience. Television drama, rather than any other among the franchise’s myriad texts, is thereby signaled as the most significant motivation behind the films’ production. Moreover, the observations about the films’ extension of narrative content from the television show, and about the expansion of the drama’s core themes, implies close textual connections, despite the shift in medium from television to film.
Nevertheless, those involved in the film productions went to considerable effort to highlight the differences between the media platforms of Nodame Cantabile’s live action production cycle. Lead actor, Hiroshi Tamaki, who plays Chiaki, a conductor and love interest for protagonist Nodame, denies consciously adapting his acting for the films: 
However, I did think about the scale becoming much bigger, in the parts that go from television-size to cinema scope-size. When conducting, I even used width in this manner (enlarging and widening my sideways arm movements)…. I think things like that are the best part of filmmaking. Therefore, I made the big parts bigger; I made the delicate parts more delicate. Doing that is probably going to make it better than the drama.​[49]​ 
Tamaki’s attempts to fill the larger space of the cinema screen with more effusive physical gestures reveals the actor’s perception of competition between the two incarnations of Nodame Cantabile. In Tamaki’s desire to improve upon the drama, to make the films more emotionally nuanced and more physically impressive, he exposes the palimpsest of intra-franchise textuality. The temporal proximity of the live action Nodame Cantabile television shows and films, all released within a four-year period, meant that the texts were circulating concomitantly, generating the need, from this actor’s perspective, to physically differentiate between the texts even as the stars and crew shifted between media platforms. The transmutation process, from television into film, was therefore marked by an expansion not just of narrative or setting, but also at the level of star performances.
The difficulty in distinguishing cinema from television drama was highlighted elsewhere, too. There were numerous “Set Reports” produced for the films, where journalists were invited to view location shooting in Europe as well as the films’ stage sets at Tōhō studios in Japan.​[50]​ A persistent television discourse run through these accounts. For example, one states: “I’m on the “Chiaki’s apartment” set which has been constructed in the studio. The walls are, of course, the same as the drama version. Of course, it is the No. 1 set, in the No.1 Studio.”​[51]​ The continuity between drama and film is centrally important to this journalist, which is made clear through the replication of “of course” in relation to the high quality of the sets, and their faithful replication of the television drama’s sets within Japan’s most prestigious film studio. 
The continuity is made all the more significant when viewed within a promotional discursive surround that went into detailed analyses of the props and sets featured in both the television and film versions of Nodame Cantabile. Kaku Takuto, for example, provides a two-page spread on the Nodame Cantabile sets in Cinema Cinema magazine, declaring that, “When talking about the appeal of “Nodame’s World”, you can’t exclude … a consideration of the attention to detail in the sets and props!”​[52]​ Franchise logic overrides filmmaking in this instance, with the creation of a transtextual “world” surpassing the specificities of any one textual medium. This continuity throws the whole of the live action cycle of production into relief; stressing its consistency of representation and characterization.
“Nodame World” is a recurrent theme within the promotional surround, underscoring the female protagonist’s centrality to the live action production cycle. Juri Ueno, who plays protagonist pianist Noda Megumi, nicknamed “Nodame,” recalls the final day of shooting, saying, “Everyone was laughing and crying, we got a perfect score for volume, and we all got into the scene that everyone wanted to watch. Nodame world has that feeling of being full-throttle.”​[53]​ Ueno’s transmedia appreciation of “Nodame world” is, for her, linked to the series’ overall acting style, making it part not just of the fabric of the adaptation, but an integral part of how the manga has been recreated within this live action production cycle.
Ueno’s profile as the central star of Nodame Cantabile’s live action production cycle provides a useful means to think through the roles of character and stardom in Japanese franchise films. Ueno’s presence is crucial in this film series, and even her talent agency, Amuse, appears among the films’ production committee members in the opening credit sequences of the film adaptations. As well as demonstrating Ueno’s star power within the live action production cycle of Nodame Cantabile, Amuse’s inclusion also acts as a statement about the star system in Japan. Talent agencies, rather than the stars they represent, have emerged as powerful production agents, reportedly controlling even the images used to promote film texts.​[54]​ Furthermore, Ueno’s embodiment of Nodame is so significant that she becomes the film’s most high profile promotional presence. 
More than just her interviews, images of Ueno in and out of character adorn the promotion, commingling her star presence with the popularity of her onscreen character. A good example of this can be found in Cinema Cinema, which discusses Nodame’s “style” in the final film of the series (Figure 2). In the text accompanying the article, it is the character’s style progress that is monitored and assessed, not Ueno’s, thereby replicating the kinds of discussions around television that work to deny star status to television actors.​[55]​ However, rather than medium-specific stardom, the complex transmedia layering of star and character discourses within the promotional surround for the Nodame Cantabile films suggests that stardom in Japan is increasingly created in television and then cemented in filmmaking. 
Keiko Maruyama, interviewing Ueno for Flix (a film magazine heavily reliant upon star discourses), for example, suggests that Ueno’s star prowess has grown alongside her character’s fame: “Nodame has grown while being violent and playing music, like Juri Ueno who performs her, and who has also made huge progress as an actress. She tells us the inside story on things like the hardships of shooting and choosing costumes.”​[56]​ Maruyama frames Ueno’s stardom as contingent on character, but also notes the actress’s power and position within the filmmaking process in this instance indicating that Ueno’s fashion choices are closely aligned to Nodame’s style. Ueno’s stardom is made to correspond to the texts she appears within, but her star power exceeds the film’s intertexts creating an overlapping space between character in star where each resonates with and reifies the other. Though not essentially different to stardom in other countries or media, Ueno’s transmedia star status emphasizes the increasingly routine transmedia intertextuality of Japan’s star markets.
{{Insert Figure 2 here}}
Figure 2: “Nodame’s Style” in Cinema Cinema​[57]​

As Ueno’s quote about the end of filming intimates, Nodame Cantabile’s film franchise was unusual for its discourse on franchise closure. The films are framed within the promotion as a way to reunite the cast and crew of the television drama, in what several articles term a production cycle “finale,” punning on the musical content of the franchise.​[58]​  Accordingly, the actors and crew continually spoke of these films as the last entries in “Nodame world,” and about their reflections on the process of creating the whole of the live action Nodame Cantabile cycle. Cinema Cinema, for example, ran a special article for the second Nodame Cantabile film that contained the cast’s “last messages”,​[59]​ and this eulogistic language ran throughout other articles too. Asked to reflect on the best aspects of the production cycle, Hiroki Tamaki replies, “Well, it’s about how big the scale is…. If there are truly great locations in “Nodame” it is because of the screenplay, and I will be happy if we get a [good] response to Nodame’s world on the big screen.”​[60]​  The films were used, therefore, to remind audiences of the production cycle’s past popularity, but also to end the cycle, making these films simultaneously significant to, but also limited by, their precursors. In promoting the films’ conclusion of the live action cycle, therefore, hype commingles with reflexivity and closure, building up and then hemming in Nodame Cantabile’s franchise potential.
In addition to talking about the end of the live action production cycle, it is worth noting the discursive surround’s elision of the films’ nearest intra-franchise competitors: Nodame Cantabile’s anime texts.​[61]​ The discourses around the end of the live action chain of productions denies the vibrancy of Nodame Cantabile’s anime iterations, which temporally surrounded, and filled in the periods between, the live action texts. In fact, none of the articles examined here discuss the films’ anime cousins. Given that both sets of texts (anime and live action) were produced under the auspices of Fuji Television, the lack of discursive cross-over between the different incarnations of the Nodame Cantabile franchise seems purposeful. In effect, this separation of production discourses creates mini-franchising cycles that appear carefully managed so as not to directly compete with one another. Furthermore, these largely separate production cycles are mode-specific, not medium specific, with divisions between animation and live action production organizing promotional interconnections. 
These separate chains of franchise texts also allow the same narrative to be re-told across different modes of production, presented each time as a new adaptation from a “gensaku,” which in this case was Ninomiya’s manga. Nodame Cantabile’s live action film duo becomes an enhancement and extension of one chain of adaptations, moving ever-further away from its manga starting point, so that manga was very much in the shadow of its “dai-hitto” television adaptation by the time of these franchise film releases. Nodame Cantabile’s franchise films, therefore, act as a re-visitation of a franchise, rather than as a way of endlessly extending its onscreen life. However, the live action films of Nodame Cantabile are more complex than even this allows, as they take a television adaptation and shift it across media boundaries in a second-order adaptation process. The creation of “Nodame’s world” in the promotional surround helps to mediate between the different media incarnations within the live action production cycle, just as Ueno’s is a naturalizing the presence, hiding the gaps between film and television production practices in Japan.
Episodic, Serial Film Production and “Scale Up” in the Umizaru Franchise
Umizaru (literally meaning “Sea Monkeys”) is different again. Unlike either the 20th Century Boys’ direct adaptations, or Nodame Cantabile’s final franchise texts, Umizaru’s films have been sporadically released, and episodically structured. There have been four Umizaru films to date: Umizaru (2004), Umizaru: Limit of Love (2006), Umizaru: The Last Message (2010) and Brave Hearts: Umizaru (2012), each directed by Hasumi Eiichirō and based on a manga by Satō Shūhō (1998-2001). The Umizaru film series offers perhaps the most extreme example of the kinds of transmedia franchising practices currently taking place in Japan, shifting back and forth between different controlling producers and across media platforms. Consequently, its serial film productions have become high profile examples of the profits that can be made by building a franchise using transmedia tactics.
The significance of seriality in these film productions is made clear in the introduction to the cinema brochure for The Last Message, film three in the series: “A long-awaited return to port and a new ship’s departure. Shot on the front lines of a sea disaster, ocean entertainment Umizaru, which has become a big hit series, once again leaves port for the deep ocean on screen!”​[62]​ Coming after a hiatus of several years, this re-introduction to the franchise’s films eases audiences into its diegesis with metaphoric and literal reminders of its disaster (and rescue) genre. However, this non-proprietary genre language is carefully balanced against the commercial language of “entertainment” filmmaking, which positions even The Last Message’s film predecessors as a “big hit series.” This relationship between commercial languages and seriality is investigated in this section, in order to see what roles serial film productions play and how they become central parts of transmedia networks.
Despite its recognition of serial production, Umizaru’s promotional surround is just like that of Nodame Cantabile’s films in the way it elides the franchise’s early transmedia history. In the case of Umizaru, the brand of the film “series” (the English loan word used to describe the films in Japanese) is used to deny the earliest parts of its franchise history. For example, the manga’s tankōbon (collected volumes) receive only one-fifth of a page of cross-promotional advertising coverage in the promotional cinema pamphlet for The Last Message, dwarfed by a feature on the film’s theme song, which is promoted on the remainder of the same page.​[63]​ The origin points are thus far less significant here than in the case of other direct adaptations like 20th Century Boys. More than this though, an anniversary mook, published to celebrate the first ten years of the Umizaru franchise, erases Umizaru’s early television history by missing out the two television specials that were produced by NHK before Fuji TV took the production reins.​[64]​ This elision seems to have been contagious, leading Nikkei Entertertainment! to relate the “history” of Umizaru as a jump straight from manga to the movies.​[65]​ Different to the previous example, therefore, this elision is primarily a consequence of copyright, with Fuji TV understandably drawing attention only to the adaptations it directly owns. The power that Fuji TV wields within the Japanese industry can therefore be seen in its ability to create a promotional discursive surround in which only its own texts are remembered.
In other ways, the production discourses around Umizaru are unusually open about the chains of events leading to the franchise’s serial film productions. “Thinking about it, the Umizaru series has grown out of the support of its audiences. Looking at the box office results, and looking at the [audience] reactions afterwards, we thought, “We should respond to the fans’ voices, shouldn’t we?”.”​[66]​ Series director Hasumi made this remark on the release of the fourth film in the franchise, which he claims was made in response to the record-breaking hit status enjoyed by the third installment in the series. This chimes with statements made by producer Hirotsugu Usui, who said the fourth film was made because, “After the opening [of The Last Message], we heard comments wishing for a sequel from so many fans.”​[67]​ The cultivation of a loyal series audience for Umizaru is different to the approaches taken to releasing the films of either of the preceding case studies, and demonstrates the breadth of franchising strategies at work in Japanese popular media culture. 
Further, the rising box office enjoyed by the Umizaru films, growing film by film across the series, has amplified the importance of this loyal audience. The main star, Hideaki Itō, corroborates this by saying, “This time [our luck] was strong, but anyway I think it was said that we had to exceed the previous one [Limit of Love]”.​[68]​ In this statement Itō confirms the financial pressures placed on the serial productions, which rely on increased box office for each text to ensure that the next will follow.  This is one explanation for the extensive discussions of increased size and scale that repeat with each new iteration of the Umizaru franchise.
Usui, for example, speaks about the crew “levelling up” (reberu appu) between the third and fourth films, as if they were taking part in a video game.​[69]​ Hasumi, likewise, talks about “going beyond” (koeru) his previous work when promoting The Last Message.​[70]​ However, the favored term in these discussions, and around other hit Japanese film franchises, is “sukēru appu,” (scale up) which is normally used to describe the increases in production scale, casts, and spectacle that accompany serial franchising in Japan. For example, Makoto Kanazawa’s introduction to a discussion between Hasumi and producer Akira Morii about the making of Brave Hearts says that Umizaru “has grown into an unusual major entertainment series: in Japan it has driven off the megahits of Hollywood’s big films, growing in box office together with upping the scale [sukēru appu] of the films’ content each time.”​[71]​ This discussion became a major thread in the interview that followed, especially when Hasumi declared, “Every time, we start from zero, but we have to up the scale [sukēru appu] so that it’s greater than the previous film, for the destiny of the sequels.”​[72]​ In these comments a language not dissimilar to Hollywood’s own is used to describe the head-to-head competition between Hollywood blockbusters and Japanese franchise films in the domestic Japanese market. Scale has consequently become the central concept around which such pre-planned serial productions are organized. The concept of scaling up is also something that commentators suggest should be visible in the texts of these new franchise films, making unique spectacles (Figure 3), rather than repetition or genre, the key discourse within Japanese franchise film cultures. 
{{Insert Figure 3 here}}
Figure 3: “Sukēru appu” in the spectacle of Brave Hearts: Umizaru’s plane crash (official poster)
These spectacles are also caught up in the film series’ commercial discourses. Producer Morii, for example, has spoken of the difficulty in attracting sponsors to Umizaru’s disaster film brand. Discussing Brave Hearts’ passenger jet sea crash, he comments that, “We made a full-scale replica from the front of the cockpit to the middle part. However, because it is a story about a passenger plane crash, we couldn’t get the co-operation of the domestic airlines.”​[73]​ However, the film’s cross-promotional commercial strategies are made clear elsewhere in the franchise’s promotion, for example, when images of Itō wearing Reebok technical clothing appear on the back cover of Umizaru’s anniversary mook.​[74]​ Even in this case, where the franchise’s close connections to Japan’s Maritime Self-Defense Force limit the possibilities for product placement, the potential profitability of such “entertainment” filmmaking is still enhanced through merchandising, tie-ups and cross-promotional advertising.
Moreover, as the elision of its predecessors might suggest, and as the discussions of increasing scale attest, Umizaru’s films have become the dominant medium within this franchise. This franchise’s success story describes a shift over time from medium to medium: from manga to film, with a segue into television drama for the Umizaru: Evolution series in 2005 (Fuji TV, also directed by Hasumi), and then emphatically back into film as each subsequent sequel grossed more than ¥7 billion (between $70-80 million). The result is a franchise in which all media are subsumed within the logic of filmmaking, as when Hasumi recounts the decision to set Brave Hearts’ disaster sequence on a jumbo jet. He says:
 There was a plane accident episode in the original [gensaku] too, but rather than doing that original episode in any way, because we were scaling up the sea disaster, I decided I wanted to do an emergency sea landing by a passenger plane.​[75]​ 
While the “original work” never quite disappears, in this instance, its centrality is denied, and the creative team takes the credit for the film’s content and inspiration. 
Conclusions: Films within Japan’s Transmedia Franchising
The aim here has been to show how the promotion of popular Japanese cinema works to embed contemporary popular films in their wider intertextual surrounds, while relationally positioning those films in contrast to their precursors. By analyzing the voices of Japanese filmmakers, producers, stars, and commentators I hope to have shown that popular filmmaking in Japan is now a part of much larger and more complex transmedia production systems in which films can play varied and multiple roles.  From risky direct adaptations of already-popular media texts, to more happenstance and reactive productions that follow where audiences lead, Japanese popular filmmaking is reliant upon an understanding of films as one amongst many media platforms across which adaptations of the same original works may be competing for audiences. 
Furthermore, popular Japanese films are dependent upon the circumstances of their production for their roles. Films’ pre-planning by production committees places them within a production cycle that can dictate whether they become end points or just the start of seemingly endless film serials. The difference between earlier films series like “Tora-san” and those being produced now is the concurrent popularity of franchise texts that Mizuko Ito draws attention to: as pre-planned franchising results in a broad network of temporally close texts circulating in Japanese culture alongside one another. Therefore, understanding the contexts of production, and the intertextual promotional surround for Japanese popular cinema forms an essential part of understanding films’ subsequent relational status and success. 
The discourses analyzed in these case studies show the variety in the sources and types of popular rhetoric deployed to help ensure the success of Japanese franchises. The cast and crew members whose voices are heard most often usually work to reassure audiences about the practices and processes undertaken in moving franchises from one type of media into another. The direct adaptation of 20th Century Boys, for example, imported manga’s industrial production structures when shifting between manga and screenplays, but then made sure that this process was writ large within the official promotion for the films, in order to declare the legitimacy of the adaptation. Likewise, the uses of lead actors Juri Ueno and Hiroshi Tamaki as key indicators of the consistency between the Nodame Cantabile franchise’s shift from television into film was a signal to audiences that the pleasures of the previous texts would not be lost in the new media format. The promotional surround, therefore, works to manage perceptions of the transmedia franchise, to minimize anxieties around the shifts between texts, and to assert the common threads that link them.
In addition, the discourses around the “scaling up” of Japanese cinema, and around its increasingly high budgets also suggest that films retain a prominent status within Japan’s media mix milieu. Indeed, films have become increasingly profitable over the past decade, just as others among Japan’s media markets have begun to stagnate and even decline.​[76]​ In part, this has been thanks to cinema’s production committees, which have reinvigorated the local production market in order to feed the demand fostered by Japan’s multiplex cinema screen construction boom.​[77]​ Film releases within franchising do therefore tend to remain high profile, supported by a highly diversified set of promotional markets spread across television and publishing. 
This is perhaps why Japanese filmmakers are starting to look beyond Japan for inspiration and new audiences. The local transmedia knowledge required to make sense of these films may be a significant barrier to their export, but this does not mean that Japanese franchise texts are inward-looking. The Nodame Cantabile films present a remarkable variation on transnational filmmaking, for example, taking a Japanese, mixed-race and European cast to locations across Europe in which they present transnational stories performed in Japanese (Figure 4). In this variation on transnational filmmaking, the transnational is imported to Japan as a form of spectacle, which can then be commented upon at length in the film’s promotional discourse,​[78]​ and even re-exported throughout Asia and beyond.
{{Insert Figure 4 here}}
Figure 4: Nodame Cantabile in Paris, as Nodame enjoys a fantasy sequence incorporating the Eiffel Tower 
 By contrast, 20th Century Boys had a very different transnational discourse. Like Nodame Cantabile, it incorporates aspects of transnational filmmaking, shooting disaster sequences in a range of global locales. However, rather than focusing on importing the transnational, 20th Century Boys attempted to off-set its high cost production by seeking to emphasize its globalized elements. To this end, its promotion (particularly its press kits) appeal to well-known genres like science fiction and the disaster movie, and also recount the trilogy’s inclusion of large amounts of computer-generated imagery.​[79]​ 
Japanese franchising practices, therefore, are no more local than they are specific to one medium of production. Japanese franchise films, as a result of the practices and processes of transmedia intertextuality, deserve to be understood within their original production contexts, if only so that their localized uses of seemingly global technologies and transnational cultures can be better understood. To miss the local (and transnational) industrial contexts of Japanese film franchising is to risk missing what makes them popular, what makes them profitable, and what makes them meaningful.  
Through such means, film franchises become hubs for extending the lives of intellectual properties. The releases of the Umizaru films, for instance, are always accompanied by new merchandising, pop music tie-ups, and promotion of previous texts in home entertainment formats.​[80]​ Consequently, franchise films are never released in isolation, any more than they are the products of isolated industrial productions. Instead, Japanese popular films usually act as the core texts within an epiphenomenal production web, even when they are not the core media in a transmedia franchise. What this article has shown is that some of those production intertexts are now so expansive that their modes of production are conceptually separated, focusing attention onto cycles of production rather than on the full transmedia intertext. As a result, popular Japanese cinema’s status is relative and best understood relationally; as at times competing within and beyond its own intertextual surround while also competing within Japan’s wider media markets.
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